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In article the technique of a complex estimation of economic efficiency of inventory control of the

wholesale�intermediary organizations based on system consideration of processes proceeding in

external and internal environments is stated.

The complex estimation of the economic

efficiency of inventory control of the wholesale�

intermediary organizations (WIO) is necessary

in the view of new approaches to inventory con�

trol.

The system approach allows to coordinate

the actions of the  subjects and objects of in�

ventory control both internal and external. In the

modern conditions it provides the use of the

information control systems working in the real�

time mode.

In the system analysis the object of service

represents the open or closed system which

can be considered as the unity of operating and

operated subsystems. The first corresponds to

the management of the wholesale�intermediary

organizations, and the second � to the object

of management.

Within the limits of the wholesale�interme�

diary organizations there is a problem of inter�

action of inventory control with other functional

subsystems of WIO. So, according to the basic

directions of the activity of the wholesale�inter�

mediary organizations the following functional

subsystems can be allocated in their structure:

inventory control, finance and marketing.

From these positions operative inventory

control, supply and marketing activity of the

wholesale�intermediary organizations is a com�

plex of methods, means and the technologies

used for the effective elimination of the nega�

tive consequences, arising in practical activi�

ties, with the purpose of the achievement of

the final results.

For the account of the influence of the envi�

ronment it is possible to take advantage of the

situational approach which provides the account

of various nuances of the functioning of the

wholesale�intermediary organizations.

In the systems and conditions of uncertainty

it is logical to use the likelihood approach of in�

ventory control of the wholesale�intermediary or�

ganizations. In this connection the function of

management efficiency represents a set of results

inside and outside the WIO, with the purposes of

its functioning directed at the achievement.
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  are the  key logis�

tical and functional activities of the whole�

sale�intermediary organizations; f is the func�

tion describing the interrelation of the pro�

cesses, occurring in the managerial process.

In this connection, the function of manage�

ment looks like:

where Эф
стр

 is the efficiency of strategic inven�

tory control of the wholesale�intermediary

organizations, Эф
оп

  is the efficiency of an

operational administration stocks of the

wholesale�intermediary organizations; Эф
сис

is the efficiency of the system of inventory

control of the wholesale�intermediary orga�

nizations; Эф
сит

  is the efficiency of situa�

tional inventory control of the wholesale�in�

termediary organizations; Эф
вер

 is the effi�

ciency of the likelihood inventory control of

the wholesale�intermediary organizations.

The economic benefit of rationalization of

stock rates can be defined from the expression:
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where DС is the decrease in the general costs

of a WIO due to the decrease in stock rates,

rbl.; DИХР is the reduction of full costs by

the storage of stocks, rbl.; DИТР is the

decrease in transport costs due to the de�

crease in stock rates, rbl.

The change in total storage charges we shall

define with the use of the involved functional�

ities � the 3PL � operators from the following

expression:
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where У
ЗПО

 and У
ЗПУ

 are the stock rates of j�th

МР before the rationalization, in nat. cost;

ИУ is the specific storage charges, %; d is

the quantity of МР, whose stock rate has

changed at the specification of the calcula�

tion; Ц
j
 is the  price of МР, rbl.

The decrease in transport costs is defined

under the formula:
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where З
jтр

 is the specific transport expenses

on delivery of j MR, rbl.

The change of the losses on investment in

connection with the presence of stocks is de�

fined under the formula:
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where DN is the change of the costs of used

equipment in connection with the rationaliza�

tion of stocks, rbl; r is the interest rate, %.

The losses due to МР deficiency are de�

fined under the formula:
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where DИД is the losses due to the deficiency,

rbl.; П is the day time commodity circula�

tion, nat. units.; р
i
 is the �price of i�th kind

of the  resource; t is the duration of idle

times, days; a k is the level of the margin

of WIO.

Then the general economic benefit is equal

to:

Э
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The resulted procedure of stocks efficiency

management of the wholesale�intermediary or�

ganizations enables to receive a quantitative

estimation of the economic benefit of the intro�

duction of the results of the research on inven�

tory control.

The generated technique of defining the

general efficiency of inventory control allows to

receive a complex estimation of self�efficiency

and also the efficiency of its interaction with

the organizations which are a part of the envi�

ronment, as well as the interaction with the

wholesale�intermediary organization.
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